We sincerely thank you for your support and interest in the KGGTF programs and green growth initiatives around the world.

KGGTF around the world

5 green growth workshops and consultation meetings in the following countries:
Lao PDR, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Egypt, Cambodia

This year, with your support, the KGGTF facilitated 17 Knowledge Exchange programs enabling 322 participants, including World Bank technical staff and representatives from client countries, to engage in policy, technical and operational level discussion around green growth.

Korea Green Innovation Days 2018, the World Bank's annual green growth knowledge sharing event held in Seoul, Korea, brought together 299 green growth practitioners from around the world to showcase the progress made in many countries to turn green growth concepts into viable solutions for developing countries.

We are honored to have your support in the pursuit of green growth around the world and it has been a great pleasure working with you this past year.

Best wishes and happiness for the holidays, and we look forward to a productive and impactful 2019 working together!

Eun Joo and the KGGTF Team

KGGTF Key Highlights

**Partnership Workshop**

In October, the Korean Ministry of Economy and Finance (MOEF) and KGGTF jointly hosted a workshop to foster collaboration, and facilitate potential engagements and future partnerships between Korean institutions, KGGTF and World Bank Group Global Practices.

**KGGTF & Energy-Extractives (EEX) GP MOU with Korea Institute for Advancement of Technology (KIAT):** The KIAT signed a MOU with the World Bank KGGTF and Energy & Extractives Global Practice (EEX) to cooperate on the development of policies and strategies for sustainable land development and housing policies and programs.

**BIXPO, an International Energy Conference**

In November, KGGTF coordinated with World Bank Energy to deliver a session at the BIXPO International Energy Conference which shared insights on energy technologies and World Bank programs in Central Asia, Central America, and Africa.

**Future Collaboration**

In September, KGGTF invited Vietnamese government marine experts to a Knowledge Exchange program in Korea, and together with the Korea Maritime Institute (KMI) conducted a first of its kind joint training program for Vietnam's fisheries industry. KMI and the World Bank Environment Natural Resources Global Practice began...
A Strong Partnership

$88m  $70m  132
Total Funds  Allocated  Programs

Links to more than $13bn of lending by the WB9 and other co-financing facilities.
projects around the world. The trust fund finances on-the-ground programs as well as knowledge
and learning activities, and to date has approved 132 programs in the urban, transport, information
and communication technology, energy, environment, water, and climate sectors, with 141 grants
supporting these 132 programs.

In partnership with the World Bank, Korea is taking a leadership role in global development and
influencing how developing countries understand and implement green growth solutions for
sustainable economic growth.

For more information about KGF activities please visit our website www.wbgkgf.org.

World Bank Group Korea Green Growth Trust Fund
1818 H Street, NW Washington, DC 20433 USA